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Dear Fly Fishing Enthusiasts 
 

Happy New Year!   
 
With the holidays behind us, it’s time to shift our sights on a little 
dry fly fishing.  I hope Santa was generous to all leaving some 
fishing gear to aid in this new season.  If you didn’t get enough 
education or gear for Christmas, you’re in luck!  The Boise Valley 
Fly Fishers will be hosting their annual Western Idaho Fly Fishing 
Expo that showcases all new fishing equipment and industry 
professionals sharing their knowledge on an array of educational 
classes.  Dry Fly Innovations is proud to announce our newest 
presentation to the 2018 show circuit called “4 Pillars of Dry Fly.”  
If you do not live around the Boise area, check out our 2018 
show circuit around the country on Page 3. 
 
Dry Fly Innovations begins a book tour this winter hitting 
some of the big fly shows in the country and several FFI club 
shows with Addicted to the Rise  and Winter on a Dry Fly.  It has 
been a pretty nice break away from the show seasons the last 
couple of years, but it is obvious there needs to be a voice for dry 
fly fishing. I see more bobbers and marabou on the rivers these 
days; and to each his own. But there seems to be minimal 
education and knowledge of dry fly fishing; that is the void we aim 
to fill this year. Our new year’s resolution: To provide the finest 
dry flies and superb dry fly fishing education to anglers at all 
levels of expertise!  
 
We wish the 
best of luck 
to you this 
year and tight 
lines! 
 
 

Geoff 
 
 
 
 

mailto:geoff@dryflyinnovations.com
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com
http://www.boisevalleyflyfishers.wildapricot.org/BVFF-Expo
http://www.boisevalleyflyfishers.wildapricot.org/BVFF-Expo
http://www.boisevalleyflyfishers.wildapricot.org/Expo2018-Workshops


 Boxes and Packs of the Quarter 

The Miracle® Fall/Winter System: Six dozen super flies designed for late fall and 

winter fishing placed in the small Umpqua Pro Guide Series box.  

Emerger-cy®: 8 dozen hatching and emerging patterns arranged in the small Umpqua Pro Guide 

Series Box.  

May Day®: Six dozen of the finest mayfly collection ever assembled, with No Hackles and Single 

Upright wings that can be fished year round throughout the Northwest.  

 
Mega Winter Pack: The dry flies of winter MUST be 

perfect in color, size, and silhouette. These are our top-

producing flies of winter. Includes 10 patterns; 2 of each. 

There's some magic in this fly pack!  Includes 10 patterns; 2 

of each. There's some magic in this fly pack! Includes: Black 

Colored Emerger, BWO Colored Emerger, Blood Midge, 

Caddidge (1 Black and 1 Olive Brown), Black Hoagie's 

Cripple, Hoagie's Spent Midge, BWO Comparadun, BWO 

Convertible, BWO No Hackle, BWO Single Upright Wing . 
 
Mini Winter Packs: Smaller winter pack. Includes 7 

patterns, 2 of each (BWO Colored Emerger, Blood Midge, 

BWO Convertible, BWO Comparadun, Black Caddidge, 

BWO Hatching Emerger, and Black Hoagie's Cripple)  

https://www.dryflyinnovations.com/documents/emerger-cy-3-16.pdf


2018 Show Schedule 
(January—March) 

Date Venue Location 

Jan  5-7 The Fly Fishing Show Denver Merchandise Mart, Denver, CO 

Jan 12-13 Western Idaho Fly Fishing Expo Boise Expo (Fairgrounds), Boise, ID 

Jan 19-21 The Fly Fishing Show Royal Plaza Trade Center, Marborough, MA 

Jan 26-28 The Fly Fishing Show New Jersey Convention & Exposition Ctr, Edison, NJ 

Feb 2-3 The Fly Fishing Show Infinite Energy Center, Atlanta, GA 

Feb 17-18 The Fly Fishing Show Lynnwood Convention Ctr, Lynnwood, WA 

Feb 23-25 The Fly Fishing Show Alameda County Fairgrounds, Pleasanton, CA 

Mar 9-10 NW Fly Tyer & Fly Fishing Expo Linn County Expo Center, Albany, OR 

http://www.boisevalleyflyfishers.wildapricot.org/BVFF-Expo
http://flyfishingshow.com/pleasanton-ca/
http://www.nwexpo.com/


January Tips & Bug Selections 

 Blood Midge #22, #20 

Hoagie Spent Midge  #22, #20  Hoagie Cripple Black #20 

Black Colored Emerger #22 ,#20 

BWO Colored Emerger #20, #22 

BWO Convertible #22, #20 

Mahogany Colored Emerger #20 

January is a tricky month: Some years it is deep winter in 
our river canyons and the bug hatches can be stunted.  
Some years it is a warmer winter with the canyons 
receiving some sun and kicking off the hatches.  One thing 
is for sure: You must become a great hunter in January.  It 
is not so much about occupying a run and fishing it until 
you are done or walking the river’s edge hunting in angles 
that illuminate the most amount of surface where you can 
see the smallest of rings appear.  Do more hunting and 
stalking than the traditional way we usually fish in the 
spring and summer.  Think small with your bug selections. 
January is one of the coldest months we have in the Pacific 
Northwest and the bug hatches will reflect the cold 
weather.  FYI: A Size18 on a standard hook is about two 
sizes too big for any midge or BWO you may see on the 
water so gear appropriately. 

 

 
 
January Tip 
 
Midges are the big game in January, not 
that BWOs won’t be visible, but when it 
gets to freezing temperatures in can-
yons, it literally stunts the BWOs.  BWOs 
come off on gravel beds which usually sit 
just above a riffle.  If there are no BWOs 
coming off, why would you fish that sec-
tion of water?  Midges hatch on big slow 
hatch flats that typically have little fall.  If 
midges are the game for January then 
why not start looking for runs of water 
that would lend themselves to having a 
midge hatch?  There is nothing for sure 
in winter dry fly fishing. Picking runs in 
January is crucial because hatch win-
dows are short so you want to make the 
best of your fishing day! 



 Black/Olive Brown Caddidge #22 

January Bug Selections 

Mahogany Comparadun #20 

BWO Hatching Emerger #20 Black Hatching Emerger #20 

Hoagie BWO Cripple #20 

BWO Comparadun #20 

BWO No Hackle #22, #20 BWO SUW #22, #20 

BWO Twofer 20 BWO Spent Spinner #20 

Blood Cluster #22 

Poly Midge #24- #20 



February Tips & Bug Selections 

 Blood Midge #22, #20 

Hoagie Spent Midge  #22, #20  Hoagie Cripple Black #20 

Black Colored Emerger #22 ,#20 

BWO Colored Emerger #20, #22 

BWO Convertible #22, #20 

Mahogany Colored Emerger #20 Brown or Olive Slow Stone #10 

February can be a very prosperous month. With any luck from Mother Nature, if the 

temperatures reach above freezing, you could be in BWO’s!  Usually the first half of the 

month fishes a lot like January where the rivers are frozen in and bug hatches get 

stymied.  That is not to say at any point it could explode, so you have to show up to the 

river with your game face on.  The last couple of years on our local waters there have 

been caddis in the month of February; two years ago the only pattern we hooked fish on 

in February was an Emperor Caddis Olive Brown.  There is a winter caddis on some 

waters so if your home waters have that hatch, gear for it.  That brings “Searching” into 

the picture if there is a presence of a larger fly in the system.  Like January, this month is 

great for hunting and stalking.  Find slow moving bodies of water and hunt them like you 

would a 6-point whitetail buck—thoroughly and methodically.   

 

February Tip 

 
Don’t overthink the winter.  There are two species of bugs you must prepare for and 

own every stage of the hatch.  You need to cover midges and BWOs.  Not very difficult 

compared to the dozen boxes you have to carry in the summer to cover your caddis, 

mayflies, stones, terrestrials, etc.  I will preface this the most subtle way possible: Just 

because you’re only covering two different species of bugs, they have to be spot on 

regarding size and color.  I cannot tell you how many client winter boxes I have seen roll 

through this shop with BWOs in sizes #14-#22 and midges ranging from #16-#22.  They 

don’t stand a snowballs chance in heck hooking a fish in the lowest clear water time of 

the year with a bug 8 sizes too big.  Don’t get swindled in your fly shop purchases. 

BWOs are #20-#24 and midges are #20-#30.  DON’T PURCHASE A WINTER BUG 

LARGER THEN A SIZE #20 PERIOD!  Step into the world of small bugs that hook fish! 



 Black/Olive Brown Caddidge #22 

February Bug Selections 

Mahogany Comparadun #20 

BWO Hatching Emerger #20 Black Hatching Emerger #20 

Hoagie BWO Cripple #20 

BWO Comparadun #20 

BWO No Hackle #22, #20 BWO SUW #22, #20 

BWO Twofer 20 BWO Spent Spinner #20 

Blood Cluster #22 

Poly Midge #24- #20 



March Tip & Bug Selections 

 Blood Midge #22, #20 

Hoagie Spent Midge  #22, #20  Hoagie Cripple Black #20 

Black Colored Emerger #22 ,#20 

BWO Colored Emerger #20, #22 

BWO Convertible #22, #20 

Black Gold or Black Gold Hardback  

#10 
Brown or Olive Slow Stone #10 

March is the first month of the year where we feel the winter blues are 
almost behind us.  The temps are usually above freezing and towards 
the end of the month we start to see high 40’s and 50’s.  Also, this 
month seems to breathe life into the rivers.  Bug hatches seem to 
intensify, hatch windows are longer, and fish are starting to get the 
nutrition they need after the cold winter.  BWO hatches are usually 
intense and can start to be predictable on any given fishing day 
regardless of weather.  The BWOs in general get a hair bigger so you 
can bump up to the next size—a whopping #20.  Midge activity is still 
strong and can appear on the water at any point in the day.  Winter 
caddis and the leading edge of spring caddis begin to appear towards 
the end of the month and skwala come back into play.  There are 
plenty of ways to fool fish in the month of March.   
 
March Tip 
 
In January and February we generally are in no hurry to get to the river 
because hatches and bug activity is usually strongest from 1-4 PM.  
But during March that all changes. Start showing up earlier to the river 
and chasing fish around on a midge on a slow-moving area, or find a 
riffle and huck a Slow Stone or Emperor Caddis to holding waters.  
Just about everything is in play this month; don’t be surprised to show 
up to the river at 9 and seeing heads up eating midges.  March is a 
great bug month; fish know that and are looking for feed.   



 Black/Olive Brown Caddidge #22 

March Bug Selections 

Mahogany Comparadun #20 

BWO Hatching Emerger #20 Black Hatching Emerger #20 

Hoagie BWO Cripple #20 

BWO Comparadun #20 

BWO No Hackle #22, #20 BWO SUW #22, #20 

BWO Twofer 20 BWO Spent Spinner #20 

Blood Cluster #22 

Poly Midge #24- #20 


